
Blow-In Card Specifications
(Magazine - Saddle Stitching)

Description:

A blow-in is a 2 or 4 page card that is blown in between signatures while a book is being bound. The card is not 
actually bound into the book but stays in the book until it is opened by the subscriber at which time it falls out. 
       

Paper Stock:

Minimum paper stock:  70lb coated or 70lb hi bulk
Maximum paper stock:  7pt for a 2 page and 80lb for a 4 page blow-in card

Mechanical Specifications:

Insert dimensions:        
2 page blow-in card:
Minimum size:  3 1/2” wide x 3 1/2” deep
Maximum size:  6” wide x 6” deep

4 page blow-in card:
Minimum size:  3 1/2” wide x 3 1/2” deep  
Maximum size :  6” wide x 6” deep  

Special Notes:

- TCP offers an 85% insertion rate for blow in cards on the saddle stitcher.       
 
- All blow-in cards will fall in the front half of the book.        

- A 4 page blow-in card must have a closed edge for feeding.        

- Blow-ins should not go where there is already an insert.        

- A blow-in card cannot fall in the centre of a book.        

- All saddle stitchers offer two blow-in card feeders. However some may accommodate up to 4 blow-in cards. TCP will 
need notice for any publications requiring more than 2 blow-ins in order to book the appropriate equipment.  

- The following are some specific guidelines for blow in positioning:        
 - When running 1 or 2 blow-in cards in the same position, they must have an 8 page section plus cover fall on  
    top of them on the chain.       
 - When running 3 to 4 blow-in cards an 8 page section plus the cover must fall on the first blow in position   
    and 16 pages must be left between blow-ins 1-2 and 3-4 (refer to diagram).    

- It is also possible to run 4 different blow-in cards in the same position in the book. Advance notice must be given in 
this case to book the specific piece of equipment.        

- All blow-in cards should be approved by TCP production.        
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